
ETHICS AND MORALES IN THE SUPPLOY

Building an ethical supply chain has always proved challenging. The world of business, some say, just was not built with
social responsibility in.

Training in applying the policy should be provided, with refresher training at suitable intervals. After some
scandals surrounding how high profile products have been made, consumers want to ensure that they are
supporting sustainable supply chains. Our supplier performance managers are trained to identify
non-compliances, such as unsafe working practices, whenever they are on site. Suspect procedures: Normal
procedures are ignored, or appropriate checks and balances are missing â€” for example, the same person
approves an order and payment for that order, or only one person approves contracts. From the deaths of
garment factory workers earning pittances to corruption and kickbacks in defense contracts, procurement can
be a hotbed of horror stories and scandals. Illegal sourcing: Suppliers offer goods or services misrepresented
or produced illegally or immorally, whether because of materials used such as the substitution of horsemeat
for beef or the labour conditions in which production takes place notably in the garment industry. Legal action
by that supplier would be unlikely, because of its small size. The first being one of management. Detecting
Potential Procurement Ethics Problems Identifying and understanding the problem are important parts to
putting solutions in place. What Are Supply Chain Ethics? Ethical behavior in conducting business helps in
establishing a long term relationship and goodwill with suppliers An ethical person is respected in the business
community. Once a buyer earns a reputation within an industry, it is difficult to change it. Directly or
indirectly, you are affected. Nor does it guarantee that the right thing to do will be obvious. The guide made
available online by the United Nations is a case in point, and interesting background reading for anyone who
wants to dig deeper into the subject. In an earlier time although not so very far back in the past , it would have
been unheard of for a company to be taken to task in its home country for greasing palms overseas. Having
strong ethics strictly relates to and portrays what type of business you are. How procurement handles itself and
its activities set the tone for all the events that follow, right up to the final delivery of goods and services to the
end-customer. It could be argued that the horsemeat scandal , for example, was caused in part by the cheaper
prices of a similar commodity and the low risk of detection. This may or may not be accompanied by a
menace. The financial prejudice to that supplier was probably serious, possibly fatal. Termination of the
contract however meant important financial breathing space for the buying company. Here are some tips for
ensuring proper ethical standards. Suppliers have a vast role in supply chains, meaning that their ethical
practices also play a huge role. The Impact of Poor Procurement Ethics The immediate reaction to the idea of
unsatisfactory procurement ethics is that it will be damaging for public relations if those ethics become
known. The unfortunate part is that no one reads ethics policies! Procurement ethics have to be on display.
You need to investigate what confirmation you receive from suppliers, that their specific reporting, regulatory
or licensing obligations are adhered to, and confirm your role in supporting this process. Sometimes there is
no easy answer, even from the top. The company neither admitted nor denied any wrongdoingâ€”probably a
moot point, as it paid the fines and has seen its name tarnished by association with the incident. Being ethical
means being in accordance with the rules or standards for right conduct or practice, especially the standards of
a profession. For instance: procurement is involved in supplier selection, evaluation, negotiation, contracts
sign off and awarding business to suppliers. Join the community of sustainability professionals and experts. A
third problem is rogue procurement. Going beyond the bare minimum While over the next five years it is
expected that additional reporting requirements and procurement rules will be introduced, the law generally
imposes no duty on a company to prevent a third party from causing damage to another. Follow-up
assessments or on-site audits are conducted where necessary to check improvements have been made as
planned. Your contacts in that government insist that your company also buys goods or services from another
supplier in the country of that government. Investigate whether those standards are being met, rather than
relying on regulation alone â€” as seen in the Bangladesh tragedy where certain obligatory workplace permits
were not obtained.


